ORBITS OF HIGHEST DIMENSION
BY

D. MONTGOMERY AND C. T. YANG
1. Introduction.
Let G be a compact connected Lie group which acts on
an w-dimensional manifold X. An earlier paper [3] has discussed the exceptional orbits of highest dimension but for the main result it was required that
X be differentiable
and that G act differentiably.
In the present paper we
extend the result to the nondifferentiable
case and include some additional
related material. For this extension X is taken to be a certain kind of generalized manifold recently studied by Yang [8] and results of this study are used
throughout this paper.
Let r be the highest dimension of any orbit of G in its action on X and
let F be the set of singular points, that is, points on orbits of dimension less
than r. It is known [2; 8] that F is a closed set of dimension ^n —2. The set
of points on exceptional orbits of dimension r is denoted by E; at a point of E
the isotropic group is discontinuous
and, to speak intuitively,
an orbit in E
is characterized
by the fact that arbitrarily
near it there are orbits which
wind around it more than once. The result shown before and here extended
is that if the (n — l)-homology
of X is trivial (for example N = En or Sn) then

dim (E\JF) g n - 2.
Homology is always Cech homology and is either for X if X is compact, or of
the one point compactification
if X is not compact. Either way we use the

symbols Hk(X), Hk(X, A), etc.
2. Definitions and preliminaries.

Let X be a 0)3, w)-manifold

[8], that is

a generalized manifold using for coefficients the group ty which is group of
the reals mod one. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting on X
with r being the highest dimension of any orbit. As in [8] we let
Gx — isotropic

subgroup

Gi = identity

component

of G at x,
of Gx,

m(x) = order Gx/Gx,

Xu,v = {x: x E X, dim G(x) = u, m(x) = v\,
F = U [Xuv:u

As already mentioned

< r).

[2; 8]

dim F ^ n — 2.
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Let
s = inf {m(x): x E X — F, dim G(x) = r\,

E = U \Xrt: v > s}.

The set E\JF is closed and as stated above it will be shown under certain
conditions
to have dimension
s=re —2; therefore
under these conditions

X —(E\JF)

is a fibre bundle with orbits as fibres.

Let p be a point of X —F, and let K be a connected

slice at p [5; 6] as

modified in [8]. Let Gk be the subgroup of Gv which leaves all of K fixed;
Gk is a normal

subgroup

of Gp containing

G*. Therefore

H = Gp/Gk
is a finite group acting

effectively

on K.

Lemma 1. If pE(Xr,s)~C\E,
then for every xEK, s is a factor of m(x) and
m(x)/s is equal to the order of Hx. Therefore a point x of K belongs to E if and

only if Hx is not trivial.
Proof. Since pE (Xr,.)~, Kr\XTl,

is not null and there is a pointyEKf^Xr,s.

Then
Gk C Gv.
Suppose Gk9^Gv. Then there is an element g of Gy not contained in Gk- Then
gGK, as an element of H, is not the identity
and a certain power of gGK,
denoted by T, is of prime order. Since K is a (ty, n —r) manifold it follows
[8, Lemma 15] that the fixed point set of T is nowhere dense in K. But Gx
is continuous
at y and therefore is constant over a neighborhood
of y in K.
This means that y is an inner point of the fixed point set of gGK and of T.
This is a contradiction
and proves that GK = GV and the assertions of the
lemma now follow. This completes the proof.

Lemma 2. dim Ef^n — l and (Xr,„)_ = X.
Proof. Let p be a point of E and let K and II be as above. Suppose that
(Xr,„)~5^X.
Then (Xr,s)~ —Int (Xr,,)~ is not null and is (« — l)-dimensional

[8, Lemma 14] so that it cannot be contained
in F. Hence we may choose a
point of (Xr,,)-—Int
(Xr>s)~ as p. Then K — (XT,,)~ is non-null and open in K

and is contained

in E. Therefore

xn

E = K - Xr,s

is somewhere dense in K.
By Lemma 1, a point of K belongs to E if and only if it is a fixed point of
some nontrivial subgroup of H. By [8, Theorem l], the fixed point set of a
nontrivial
subgroup of H is nowhere dense in K. It follows that K(~\E is
nowhere dense in E. Hence we have obtained a contradiction
which proves
that (Xr,s)"=X.
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Since E\JF= (Xr,E)~ —Xr,8, E^JF is nowhere dense. It follows from [8'
Lemma 14] that dim (E\JF) Sn —1 and therefore dim ESn —1 which completes the proof.
For any integer k > 1 let

Ek = \x: x E E, ks | m(x)\
where ks\ m(x) means that

ks is a factor

of m(x).

Lemma 3. E = \J[Ek: k prime] and the set
E' = U \Ek: k an odd prime or 4[

is of dimension Sn —2.
Proof. Let p be a point of E and K a slice at p as above. It follows from
(Xr,,)_ = X, that Kf~\Xr,3 is non-null. If y is a point of Kr\Xr,s, then

(a) GyEGp,
(b) m(p) is the order of Gp/G*,
(c) s is the order of Gy/G*.
Therefore 5 is a factor of m(p). Since pEE, s^m(p),
ber k, ks is a factor of m(p) so pEEk. Hence

and for some prime num-

E = U \Ek; k prime}.
Suppose

that

E' is of dimension

>n —2. It follows from Lemma

2 that

the dimension of E' is n —1.
By [8, Lemma 7], there is some k^>2 such thatXr,t8 is (n — l)-dimensional.
Therefore there is a point p of Xr,k, such that every neighborhood
of p in
Xrtks is (n — l)-dimensional

[8, Corollary

to Lemma

4]. Let K be a connected

slice at p and let Q be an open r-cell in G which contains
such that

Q(K)

is a neighborhood

of p and that

the identity

(g, x)—>g(x) defines

and is

a homeo-

morphism of QXK onto Q(K).
Let Gk be the subgroup of Gp which leaves every point of K fixed and let
H=Gp/GkIt follows from Lemma 1 that H is a finite group of order k.
Since k>2 and K is a 0$, n —r) manifold,
it follows from [8, Theorem
l]
that KC~\Xr,ks, the fixed point set of H is of dimension
Sn — r — 2. Hence by
[8, Lemma 5] the dimension of Xr,ksr\Q(K)
is of dimension
S.n —2, contrary

to the result above. This contradiction
completes the proof.
Let X* be the orbit space of X. Whenever Sis a subset of X, the image of

5 is X* is denoted by S*.
Lemma 4. The set X*s is connected and hence Xr,s is a fibre bundle with
orbits as fibres. If G is connected then XT,S is connected.
Proof.
ponent

Let M be a subset

of X*s. Suppose

that

of Xr,s such that
M^Xr,s.

G(M) = M and M* is a com-

Then

M - Int M 9±0.
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Since M —Int M is an (n — 1)-dimensional
subset of E\JF and since E'UP is
(n —2)-dimensional,
it follows that there is a point p of M — Int M belonging
to£-£'=Xr,2„.

Let K, H be as before. It follows from Lemma 1 that H is of order 2. Denote by T the nonzero element of H. Then there exists by [8, Lemma 16] a
neighborhood
A of p in K such that A —E has exactly two components
C
and T(C). Since pEM, we may assume CEM. Therefore

M = G(M) D G(C) D T(C)
and hence pElnt

3. Existence

M contrary

to assumption.

This proves the lemma.

of a nontrivial relative cycle in E.

Lemma 5. // dim E = n —1 then there is a nonzero element z' of

Hn-i(E, E-E;

22).

Let p be a point of E and let K, H be as above. Let Q be a small open cell
in G which is a local cross-section
of the cosets of Gp in G at the identity and

such that

(q \j q-'Yg*p(qkj q-1y ncp = g*p,
and (g, x)—>g(x) is a homeomorphism
of QXK onto Q(K).
Let U be a neighborhood of p satisfying the following properties:

(i) UEQ(K).
(ii) If T is an element of H of order 2 and LT is the fixed point set in T
in X, then Lt(~\ U is contained in a component of Lr.
By hypothesis
dim£ = w —1 so dim KC\E = n —r —1. We consider elements 7" such that dim UC\LT = n —r —l, and we shall show that for any
such T, LT has the property Pn_r_i(22) at some point of UC\LT and hence at
all such points. By [8, Lemma 14] there is a point xELTC\ U and a neighborhood Q of x in KC\ U such that every neighborhood
of x in KH\ U meets at
least two components
of Q—(LtC\U).
There is a fundamental
(S2, n —r)-pair
(IF, [22]) with IF connected and contained in Q, and W—(LTC\U) contains
at least two components.
Denote one of these components
by A. Let (as in

the proof of [8, Lemma 14])

M = [(A - A) C\ IF]-,

N = M - IF.

Then M, N are compact subsets of LtC\ U and the natural homomorphism
of Hn-r-i(M,
N; 22) into Hn-r-i(A —A, A — W; 22) is one-one and onto.
Since Hn-r(A, A — W, 22)=0 and Hn-r(A, A—A; 22) is isomorphic to 22 it

follows from

Hn-r-i(M, N; 22) -^-» Hn-.r~i(A - A, A*-

U: 22) «-^- Hn-r(A, A - A; S2)

Hn-r(A, A ~ U, Si)
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that Hn-r-i(M, N, £2)^0.
It follows that at a point p of M —N, LT has the property P„_r_i(£2).
It follows from [8, Lemmas 11, 12, and Remark 3] that there is a fundamental (£2, n —r — l)-pair (LTC\U, S'). Then there is a fundamental
(£2,

«-l)-pair

(Q(Lr)r\U,

S). Now let

B = {x: x E E, dim E at x is n — 1}.
For any p in B, there is a slice at p and a corresponding

cell Q and for some

T, pEQ(LT) and Q(LT) has the property ?»_i(62). Observe that 5 is the
union of these sets of the form Q(Lt) and that B —BEE —E.
As in [3] we associate

with

B a new space R in the following

manner.

The points of R are of the following kinds:
(1) points of B —B,
(2) the points p oi B which are "essentially"
on only one set Q(LT);
that is for such a p there is only one T leaving p fixed so that the Q(Lt) including p is unique in the sense that any two such coincide in a neighborhood

of p,
(3) the points p oi B which are "essentially"
on more than one Q(LT),
(the number is always finite). For such a point p there are a finite number of

sets of the form Q(LT), call them Yi, • ■ • , Yk such that

pE

Yi,

i = 1, • • • , k

and if p is in any set of the form Q(Lt) this set coincides with some F,- in a
neighborhood
of p. In this ease p is replaced by k points, pi, • • • , pk. The
set R is topologized by the following neighborhoods:
(a) A point oi B —B has the same neighborhoods
as before except that
if the original neighborhood
included a point p of type (3) above, then the
new neighborhood is to include pi, • • • , pk(b) For a point p of type (2) we choose the same neighborhoods
as before
which are connected and small enough to have property Pn_x(£2) throughout.
(c) For a point p of type (3) we choose as a neighborhood
of pi any open
set in Yi which includes pi, is connected,
and has the property P„_i(£2)

throughout.
In R the points of type
which the property P„_i(£2)

(2) and (3) constitute
a set 5 at each point of
is valid. There is a natural map/which
satisfies

f:R-*B,

f: S ^> B

and the space R is compact (at least if X has been compactified).
In 5 choose a component Sx. Then Si carries a relative (n-l)-cycle
mod 2
which does not bound. In order to see this we refer to [8, Lemma 12] where it
has been shown that

if Uis any bounded

subset

of Si then IIn-i(Si,
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limit we get the result stated

above.
It follows that/(Si)
carries a relative (n— l)-cycle mod 2 which does not
bound in B, nor in E.
This completes the proof.
4. Existence of an (» —1)-cycle. The following theorem applies to a space
X whether or not it is a manifold.
We prove the following theorem for X compact although, as usual, it
will apply to the locally compact case by our standard device of adding a
point at infinity.
Theorem
1. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a compact Hausdorff
space X with a singular set F. Let B be an invariant open subset of X —F

satisfying

(a) Bd BEF (BdB = B-B),
(h) dim B = n-1, dim Bd B^n-2._
Then the natural

homomorphism

For the proof suppose

of Hn-i(B;

the theorem

22) into Hn-i(B,

Bd B; 22) is onto.

false. Then the boundary

operator

d: Hn-i(B, Bd B; 22) -> F„_2(Bd B; 22)
is not trivial.

Therefore

for some zEHn-i(B,

Bd B; 22),

dz ^ 0.
Let F be a minimal

compact

subset

of Bd B such that

(dz) | (Bd B, Y) = 0.
We wish now to prove the following:

if xEYand

V is any open set includ-

ing x, then

(dz) | (Bd B, Bd B - V) ^ 0.
Of course F is also minimal with respect to the following property:
map H„-i(Y; ($.2)—>H„_2(BdB; 22) takes some homology class into dz.
There is a WiEHn-2(Y;
22) such that

(*)
and assuming

the

wi | Bd B = dz
the statement

above is false there is a w2EHn-i(Bd

B—V; 22)

such that

(**)

w21Bd B = dz.

Applying the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [l, p. 39] to (YU(BdB-V);
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and recalling that FP\(Bd B- V) = F- V, we get

Hn-.2(Y \J (Bd B - F);£2)^£7n_2(F;£2)
^H„_2(F-

+ £7n_2(Bd£-

F; £2)

F;£2).

Since F is minimal the element (wi, w2) is not covered by \[/ so it is sent by qb
to a nonzero element of iJ„_2(FW(Bd
5— F); £2) which however bounds in

BdB by (*) and (**). This shows [8, Lemma 4] that dim BdB^n-1

which

contradicts
the hypothesis.
This contradiction
completes the proof of the
desired fact stated above.
Let C be the totality of points x of Bd B such that whenever V is an open

set including x,

(dz) | (Bd B, Bd}B- F) ^ 0.
Then C is closed and as shown above is nonvacuous.
Therefore
point p oi C and an open neighborhood
U of p such that whenever

there is a
xECC\ U,

Gx is conjugate
to Gp.
Let K be a slice at £ and let Q be an open cell in G containing the identity
and such that Q(K) is an open neighborhood
of p contained in U and (g, x)
—*g(x) is a homeomorphism
of QXK onto Q(K). Let HEK be an open neighborhood of p in K (make the choice so Q(H) is open) and let k be the dimension of G(p). Then Q is ^-dimensional
and therefore we have a diagram as
follows (we omit £2 as understood for the remainder of the proof):
ff„_2(Bd B) —> //„_2(Bd B, Bd B-()(//))~i/„_t_2(XP\Bd
d

Hn^(B-(Q(H)r\B),
T
Id

B, (X-ff)P\Bd

B)

B-Q(H))^H„.k.2((Kr\B)-(Hr\B),
T

{Kf\B)-H)

Id

ff„_i(S, Bd B)->■ ff„_i(JS,B-{Q(H)r\B))~Hn-k-i(Kr\B,

(KC\B) - (i?f\B))

The isomorphisms
from the second column to the third come from the
fact that the spaces in the second column are obtained
from those in the
third column by multiplying by a &-cell [see 8]; the groups involved are taken
modulo the appropriate
boundaries.

Let z' be the image of z in Hn-k-i(Kr\B,

(KC\B)-(Hr\B))

be the image of dz in II„-k_2(KC\Bd B; (K-H)r\BdB).

and let v

Then z' and v

have the same image, that is

dz' = v\ ((K C\B)-

(H r\ B), (Kr\B)

Let Y (not the same Fas above) be a minimal

such that for some v'EH„_k_2(Y,

v'\(KC\

compact

- H).
subset of Xf^Bd

Yt~\(K-H)),

Bd B, (K - H)C\ Bd B) = v.
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It will now be shown that YEC. Let x be a point of YC\H and let IF be
an open neighborhood
an open neighborhood

of x. There is an open neighborhood
H' of x in K, and
Q' of the identity in Q such that H' EH, Q' is an open

£-cell, and Q'(H')EW.

By the minimality of F

v'\ (Y, Yr\(KThis

can be seen

(F, Yr\(K-H'),

[l,

p. 25] from

Yr\(K-H)).

H')) ^ 0.

the

homology

Since KnBd

sequence

of the

triple

B is (n-k-2)-dimenslona\,

v' | (K r\ Bd B, (K - H') C\ Bd B) ^ 0.
By properties

of the homology

of a topological

product

of a space and a cell

it follows that

(dz) | (Bd B, Bd B - Q'(H')) ^ 0.
Hence

(dz) | (Bd B, Bd B - W) ^ 0.
Since

IF is an arbitrary

open neighborhood

Hence YC\HEC and since FCclosure

of x, it follows

that

The group Gp is a transformation
group of K. Let / be the natural
of K into its orbit space. Then we have the following diagram:
Hn^2(Y, YC\ (K - II))f^Hn.k.,{f{Y),f{Yr\

id

B)), f ((Kr\B) - H))

Id

ff_i_,CK-r\ B,l(Kr\ b) - {hc\ b)) —*—► ff„-*_i(/(ic n B),/((^n
YEC(~\U,

3/*(z')^0

map

(K - //)))

//„_*_2((#ri B) - (HC\ B), (KH B) - H) -^ H„^{f{{K(~{ B)-{HC\

Since

xEC.

(YC\H), it follows that FCC.

f is a homeomorphism

b) - {hc\ b»).

on Y and then /*(w')^0.

as f((KC\B) - (HC\B)) is («-/fe-2)-dimensionaI.

Therefore

But f(KC\B)

is

(w —^ —2)-dimensional
([8, Theorem 2]) and then /*(s') =0. Hence we have
arrived at a contradiction
which proves the theorem.
For the following theorem we return to the assumption
made at the beginning that X is a manifold. If X is not compact we compactify it by adding
a point.

Theorem

2. If G is a compact Lie group acting on a (ty, n)-manifold

if dim E = n —1 then there exists zt±0,

z E ff»-i(2; 22).
Proof. This is a corollary of the preceding
5. Statement and proof of main results.

theorem
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3. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting on a (+3, n)-

manifold X where Hn-i(X;

£2) =0. Then

dim E < n — 1.
Proof. Assume the theorem

is false. Then there exists z, zt^O,

z E Hn-iCE; £2).
Our assumptions
on X and results on E give us the following
sequence (the coefficient group £2 is understood and omitted):

exact

0 <- Hn-l(E) «- Hn(X, E) <- Hn(X) <- 0.
By [8, Remark 7 and Corollary to Lemma 12] H„(X) is cyclic of order 2
and we have just mentioned
that Hn-i(E)
is not trivial. Hence H„(X, E)
contains more than two elements and therefore X—£ is not connected because if it were, Hn(X, E) would be cyclic of order 2 [8, loc. cit.].
Now let W be one of the components of X — E. Since G is connected,

G(W) = IF.
Now select a point p in

E r\ (W - Int F)
where

Gx, taken

on

Er\(W-Int
is continuous,

and

take

W),

a slice K at p. Then

Gp/Gr

is cyclic of order

2

and by [8, Lemma 16], EC\(W —Int IF) divides K, locally into two domains
which are interchanged
by the nontrivial element of Gp/Gk- Hence both these
domains are in IF, since, clearly at least one of them contains a point of IF
(and so is in W) and IF is invariant
under G. But then p is not in IF —Int
IF. This contradiction
proves the theorem.

Theorem 4. Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting on a (^3, n)manifold and let x be fixed for every gEG. Then there is an open set V including

x such that

dim (E C\ V) S n - 2.
The proof can be made by localizing the proof of the preceding theorem
so it applies to a neighborhood
of x. Of course use must be made of the fact
that if F is small enough, a compact subset A oi V must separate
V if
Hn-l(A)^0.
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